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ABSTRACT. For some familiar topological categories it is shown that the sub-

category of indiscrete spaces is the only nontrivial localization.

Introduction. The notion of localization (=left exact reflection) plays an im-

portant role in the theory of sheaves and of topoi. It has been studied in detail even

for general categories [2], but applications are mostly given for abelian or at least

additive categories. The purpose of this paper is to show that in the categories

!%>/t of topological spaces, 3lo of Äo-topological spaces, "W&ep of completely regu-

lar spaces and ¿Ps-ae of proximity spaces, the subcategory J^¿/ of indiscrete spaces

is the only nontrivial localization, that is, the only (full and replete) reflective sub-

category whose reflector preserves finite limits. In fact, except for Mo, preservation

of regular monomorphisms suffices for this result.

We refer the reader to [4 and 5] for notation and definitions not explicitly given

here.

1. THEOREM.   The only nontrivial localization of ^h/t is ^fn,d'.

PROOF. Let ^ be a localization of %/t, <& ̂  %/i, fé ¿ <9i/iß. fê is bire-

flective in E?h/i because the ^-reflection preserves monomorphisms (cf. [6]), so the

Sierpinski space S cannot belong to 9? since S? ^ ¿%>/z. Hence the ^-reflection of

the Sierpinski space is I2 (the two-point indiscrete space), and the ^-reflection of

S x S is the four-point indiscrete space as the ^-reflection preserves products. The

space D2 (the two-point discrete space) can be embedded into the complement of

the diagonal of S x S and so, since the ^-reflection preserves regular monomor-

phisms, the ^-reflection of D2 must be I2. Therefore, S? must be JFnd.

This result can be extended to some universal topological categories as we are

going to prove next.

2. THEOREM. Lets/ be a universal topological category in which connectedness

are productive, and W be a localization of SÍ.  We have:

(a) The connectedness related to TqÍo  (cf. [4]) is epireflective in sf.

(b) The quotient reflective hull Q(Tn^) ofToW is a disconnectedness.

PROOF, (a) X is To^-connected if and only if the T0^-reflection of AT is a

singleton (cf. [4]), and since sf is universal, X is Tn^-connected if and only if the

^-reflection of X is indiscrete. So as the ^-reflection preserves regular monomor-

phisms, we have that the category of Tn^-connected spaces is productive and hered-

itary; that is, it is epireflective in sf (cf. [3]).
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(b) Suppose X is To^-totally disconnected and X does not belong to Q(To^).

Then the Tb-reflection r: X —► rX is not injective; that is, there is a point x of

rX such that r~l(x) is not a singleton. Since sf is universal, the ^-reflection

r':X —* r'X is such that the structure on r'(r_1(a:)) induced by r'X is indiscrete.

As the ^-reflection preserves regular monomorphisms, the ^-reflection of r~l(x)

is an indiscrete space. Hence r_1(x) is a Tn^f-connected space with more than one

point; but this is absurd, as X is hereditary Tb^-disconnected.

3. COROLLARY. The only nontrivial localization of ¿Praz, 311 and fé'3íe# is

^/icf.

PROOF. In any of these categories there are only two structures on a set with

two points: the discrete one and the indiscrete one. Therefore, if a localization 'W of

any of these categories is different from ^f/id', the two-point discrete space D2 is in

8?, even in Toë ■ Therefore, by Theorem 2, the category of To ̂ -connected spaces

is an epireflective subcategory which does not contain D2. So it must be Jf/itf.

Thus the disconnectedness related to To&, that is Q(ToW) by Theorem 2, must be

To3°/-ac, Tq31q = Zf\ and Tq^ 3lep = !Ty-cd, respectively (cf. [4, Proposition 1]).

But in any of these categories this means that fê must be the whole category.

4. REMARK. We can observe that Theorem 2 still works for reflective (not

only bireflective) subcategories whose reflection preserves regular monomorphisms.

(Recall that when £? is reflective and not bireflective, TqW = *W.) Using arguments

quite similar to the ones exposed earlier, we can state:

4.1. The only nontrivial reflective subcategory 3S oiSfa/i, 3°/-<xc, and ^'3lep

preserving regular monomorphisms is ^fnef.

In fact, if Sl~ is any of these categories, the connectedness G(38) related to

3§ must be epireflective, by Theorem 2. So there are only three possibilities: (i)

C(38) = <9i*ß, (ii) C(38) = JW and (iii) C(38) = Jf. In case (i), we have
Q(3?) = .3?', but this is not possible, as 38 C Tq.W and then Q(38) must be

contained in To.^. In case (ii) it follows that Q(aP") = T0J? and then ¿8 =

Tq3? . But this is not possible, as regular monomorphisms of Toi^yz, To3°rtxi;, and

Tofê3lep do not coincide with the embeddings. So it only remains case (iii), which

implies 38 = 35¿¿f.

4.2. The only nontrivial reflective subcategories of 3Îq preserving regular mono-

morphisms are ^f/ztf and 9\ = To3?0- In fact, the reflection of 3?0 in 9\ preserves

regular monomorphisms, so also case (ii) is possible.
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